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Ducati Multistrada
1200

Adrenaline and excitement alternate with
comfort and relaxation. The components
mounted on the Multistrada 1200, including
DTC and R-b-W as standard equipment and
optional ABS, use state-of the-art technology,
performance and design to deliver a stunning
and accessible motorcycle.

The Multistrada 1200 has been subjected to
the most intensive development program ever.
Ducati developed revolutionary new features
for the 4-bikes-in-1 concept and took aim at
industry benchmarks to create a model that
would go the distance.

A focus on top - quality materials,
engineering precision and build quality has
resulted in an owner-friendly 15,000 miles
(24,000km) between major services, double
that of the previous Testastretta Evoluzione
engine.

The incredible new bike ushers in a new era
of service and exhilarating performance you
expect from a Ducati. Claimed torque peak of
87.5 lb-ft and 150 horsepower is impressive!

Published and Distributed by:
robert.whaley@ontario.ca
www.nwomotorcycling.ca

Tick tock goes the doomsday clock
By Jessica Ravitz, CNN

For months they’ve been spreading the word,
answering the biblical call of Ezekiel 33 to sound
the alarm and warn the people. Their message,
which they say the Bible guarantees, is simple:

The end of the world is near.
And now, it’s suddenly really near - so near

that if these folks are right, you should probably
pass on buying green bananas.

Perhaps you’ve already noticed, what with the
billboards and signs dotting the landscape, the
pamphlets blowing in the wind and the RVs
plastered with Judgment Day warnings weaving
through cities. Or maybe, as the birds chirped
outside and you sipped your morning coffee, a
full-page newspaper ad for the upcoming mass
destruction caught your eye.

May 21, 2011, according to loyal listeners of
Family Radio, a Christian broadcasting network
based in Oakland, California, was to mark the
Day of Rapture and the start of Judgment Day
(which, they say, will last five months). Those
who are saved will be taken up to heaven, and
those who aren’t will endure unspeakable
suffering. Dead bodies will be strewn about as
earthquakes ravage the Earth, they say. And
come October 21, they’ll tell you, the entire
world will be kaput.

So, plan that road trip and get out and enjoy
the summer because come October we may not
have to make any payments on that Master
Card!
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Rides and
Rallies

These Dates and Locations are subject to
change so please check the event web sites

for any last minute changes.
If you see any obvious mistakes in here

please let me know right away!

June 3-5, 2011 - Old Bones Rally, Wayne, Alberta
June 18, 2011 - 11th Annual Bell Motorcycle Ride for Dad, at The Keg, Thunder Bay
June 18, 2011 - 2nd Annual Ignace Motorcycle Ride for the Ignace Recreation Department, Ignace
June 19, 2011 - Ladies of Harley Father's Day Ride, Thunder Bay Harley-Davidson
June 20, 2011 - 20th Anniversary - Ride to Work Day! - Join in With Over One Million Participants!
June 23 - 26 - Ride the Rock Rally, Munising, MI - www.upcruising.com
June ??? 2011 - North Western Ontario RIDE FOR SIGHT, - There will be no ride this year

July 1 – 3, 2011 - New Liskeard Biker's Reunion, New Liskeard, Ontario
July 6 – 9, 2011 - Wing Ding 33, Knoxville, Tennessee
July 6, 2011 - Women’s Only Garage Party, Thunder Bay Harley-Davidson
July 8, 9, 10 - Ladies Ride 2011 - Ride the Loop of Kenora, Fort Frances and International Falls

Contact Danielle Chivers-Wilson at danie@tbaytel.net
July 16, 2011 - Thunder Bay Harley's 31st Annual Rain or Shine Poker Run
July 19 – 21 - Ontario Provincial Retreads Rally, Peterborough, Ontario
July 20-21, 2011 - Minnesota Retreads Rally, Wabasha, Minnesota
July 19 – 22 - Yamaha Star Rally, Middleton (near Madison), Wisconsin
July 23, 2011 - Just Another Road Trip – 2011 Memorial Ride, Bomanville, Ont.
July 28 – 30 - 23rd Annual Ontario Provincial HOG Rally, Thunder Bay, Ontario

Aug 6, 2011 - 12th Annual 100,000 Foot Colorado Pass Ride, Denver Colorado
Aug 8 - 14, 2011 - 71st Anniversary Sturgis Motorcycle Rally, Sturgis, South Dakota
Aug 13, 2011 - Hearst Poker Run & Party, Hurst, Ontario H.O.G. Chapter
Aug 20, 2011 - Motors and Muscles, Thunder Bay Harley-Davidson
Aug 27 - Sept 1 - BUB Motorcycle Speed Trials, Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah

Sept 9, 2011 - Red Ride - Thunder Bay Harley-Davidson, 6:00pm
Sept 12 - 15 - Retreads International Rally, Gorham, New Hampshire
Sept 17, 2011 - Toys for Tots Ride - ??? Anybody know where we’re meeting???

Oct 28, 2011 - Steaktoberfest - at the Port Arthur Prosvita, 6:00pm

Dec 24, 2011 - Thunder Bay Harley-Davidson Open House

This is what a CLEAN
V-Star looks like.



Through use of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) researchers found
that excessive reliance upon a GPS unit rather than the natural
navigation methods discussed above seemed to lead to atrophy of the
hippocampus over time, actually putting the individual at risk for
cognitive problems such as Alzheimer's disease later in life. Yikes!

Just as I was about to detach the ol’ Garmin to put it up on eBay in
favour of a much more affordable compass and pocket U.S. street atlas,
the article went on to say that while researchers agree evidence relating
hippocampus activity to memory in general is valid, there are still a lot
of questions surrounding the findings of this study. For instance,
researchers are unsure as to whether using natural spatial strategies

McGill University researchers conducted a series of studies with the goal of observing
effects GPS systems have on the human brain. It’s a fair enough idea for a project since
cloning dinosaurs fell out of style with the decline of the Jurassic Park movie franchise,
but the trouble is that they found avid GPS users are at a higher risk of suffering from
problems with memory and spatial orientation.

It turns out we humans, advanced primates that we are, generally navigate using one of
only two natural methods. The first is a spatial navigation whereby landmarks are used
to build cognitive maps in our gray matter which help us establish where we are. As
motorcyclists we are especially fond of this method and quotes like, “oh there’s the
hardware store so the turn is coming up on our left,” verify this fact.

Backroad Ramblings: Get Lost, Eh?!
by

Jason Giacchino
Contributing Editor to MotorcycleUSA.com

Well just when we, as society, were finally coming to terms with our collective dependence upon electronics in our
daily lives, the scientific community has to go and ruin it by making us feel guilty. The latest word coming out of
laboratories the world over is that human beings are becoming GPS-dependent, a condition with consequences far
more severe than simply looking like an idiot by talking to oneself while punching in destinations.

The second method is a stimulus-response strategy where we travel in “auto pilot” mode, where literally repetition
tells us that we’re taking the best route to reach a specific destination. Members of our species, especially males, seem
quite fond of this approach and have been observed becoming grumpy, aggressive and in some cases violent when
fellow members of the populous (especially females) verbally question this natural ability of ours.

Interestingly, there is actually a section of the brain devoted to the specific task of helping human beings navigate their
surroundings. This area is called the hippocampus (which is odd considering it could have just as easily been named
the much cooler-sounding rhinocampus) and it’s a little memory bank that basically tells us where we are, how we got
there and which path is best to get us back.

actually causes the hippocampus to grow, or if having a big hippocampus from the get-go causes an individual to
favour natural spatial strategies. Think of it as the modern version of the old, “which came first, the chicken or the
egg?” conundrum.

There are some additional points to consider that don’t seem quite right here: Has GPS really been around long
enough to track true long-term effects on users? And just how dependent upon the device are the people being studied
here? Are they glancing at it on the handlebars of their Goldwing when trying to find the closest freeway on-ramp in
Detroit at 3 a.m. or are they punching in coordinates to get from the living room to the bathroom?

I suppose the whole point is null and void to those of us who use our motorcycles as an excuse to avoid destinations
and most-efficient routes in general, instead savouring the experience as an opportunity to laze upon secondary roads
and “the long ways around.” I’m sure in time a study will be released that concludes too much scenery intake can be
harmful to one’s health. But hopefully by then people will be using teleportation to get from point A to point B, and
those of us opting to stick with transportation on two wheels will gladly take such risks.



Geezers Gone Wild!

Thunder Bay: It is being reported that there has
been a coup within the Ontario Northwest Chapter

of the Retreads.
On Sunday May 15th breakfast goers at a local eatery were left

stunned following an early morning attack on long-time chapter rep
Joe McEachern. Local club members were barely into their first cup of
coffee when a two-man hit team from southern Ontario paid a
surprise visit and handed Joe his resignation.

To a chorus of boos the Retreads Canadian Rep and the Ontario Rep
said that they didn’t care what the local members wanted or didn’t
want, Retreads International makes the rules and that’s that. Not only
did they oust Joe as the local chapter representative, they also
declared that the local Retreads website would be shut down effective
immediately.

An interim puppet leader was installed by the insurgents as the
new local chapter representative and members were told that club
business would just roll on as always.

It was noted in a communiqué issued by the newly installed regime
that, due to a blatant refusal to accept the direction of Retreads
International, they felt that they had no alternative but to surgically
remove the leadership from the local chapter and proceed in a new
direction with the local club. Apparently some actions taken by the
local incumbent administration were deemed “detrimental to the
public image of The Club”.

No further information has been
forthcoming from Retreads International
so one can only assume that they are
carrying on with their “I Don’t Care”
policy towards the membership of North
America’s second or third largest chapter.



“Bob’s Corner"

What’s in YOUR wallet?

Here is something that may help if

you’re ever injured out on the
highways.

I recently found the following web
site where you can print this tri-fold
form out, fill it out by hand, and keep
it in your wallet. They also have a card
that you can fill the information into
online and then print out a wallet size
card.

www.medids.com/free-id.php

It would seem that none of us are
getting any younger (funny why it
doesn’t work that way) so chances are
we may need some assistance when
we’re out on the road one day.

The image at the bottom right is a
form that I created a few years ago on
the computer and I keep a filled out
and laminated version of it in my
wallet.

If you search the internet you’ll find
several sites that have different
versions of Biker Down Emergency
cards. If you have specific allergies or
medical conditions that may need to be
addressed in an emergency then you
should really think about carrying
some emergency information.



Our friends at “Clutch & Chrome” (www.clutchandchrome.com)
canvassed their staff as well as some industry experts and pulled
together a list of some of the most common mistakes made by new
riders. We all had to start somewhere and I’m sure we’ve all made
a few of these mistakes - all it takes is a momentary lapse in
concentration.
The first few hundred miles any new rider puts down are laced

with trepidation and anticipation as they discover another world
of experiences and adventure. As with any pastime, there's a
learning curve, unfortunately in learning how to ride the learning
can be painful if the rider isn’t careful.

A Few Things New Riders
Do Completely Wrong

There really are no other activities that compares with riding. Nothing captures that feeling of being in complete
control of a two-wheeled monster as you race down a highway or back way with nothing between the rider, the road
or the wind. Unfortunately, any mistakes can be embarrassing at best and for the most part easily avoidable with a
little thought and practice.

Giving in to peer pressure
Whether its as important as helmets and protective gear, or as trivial as what kind of clothes to wear, new bikers can

quickly lose the freedom and individuality riding is supposed to be all about.
We know it's a simplistic approach to advise new bikers to simply do the right thing, or at the very least what seems

comfortable for them. Riding is an uniquely individual pastime oddly enough, more enjoyable in large groups. It’s
also a hobby that grows confidence the more its enjoyed, giving riders the opportunity to find their own road
eventually.

Riding beyond their limits
This new biker blunder is usually rooted in riding too fast to safely control their motorcycle. The thrill of speed can

quickly outpace learning skill sets needed in unexpected situations or emergencies.
Whether done by choice or encouraged through peer pressure, this mistake can be avoided with a constant gut-

check and honest assessment of current skill levels. Consistently doing both of these will help keep the new biker
around long enough to become a seasoned one.

Not reading the road
No one has ever said riding is easy and there's certainly so much more to it than simply knowing how to operate a

motorcycle. No other vehicle is more affected by its surrounding environment than our two-wheeled friend.
Between man-made debris and natures roadside traps, a rider can quickly get themselves into a lot of trouble in the

blink of an eye. Gravel makes the bike lose much needed traction on corners and steel plates (commonly used in road
repair) can feel like riding on ice.

Although each situation has its own specific handling answer, the general rules are 1) Avoid the hazards if at all
possible, 2) Steady, controlled throttle control while the bike is negotiating the problem surface, and 3) Keep a firm but
relaxed grip on the handlebars.

Not following maintenance schedules
In some ways motorcycles can be more robust than a car, but for the most part things wear out quicker requiring

more attention and consequently have a shorter maintenance cycle. And yes you can ignore the pun.
For instance, tires and brakes need to be changed more frequently on a motorcycle than on a car. Since there are only

two of each compared to the four found on a car care and consideration should be given ensuring they're serviced
sooner rather than later.

Running out of gas
Maybe it's the newfound exhilaration of riding or simply not having the gas gauge in plain view. Either way being

stuck on the side of the road with a dead motorcycle seems to be a embarrassing story shared among the newer riders.
It's understood motorcycles get great mileage, but an average tank only holds four to six gallons of gasoline. For

some reason it seems that last quarter of a tank mysteriously goes much quicker, leaving the unaware biker riding on
fumes.



Dehydration
This is similar to running out of gas, but for the body rather the motorcycle.

We're the first to admit that riding a motorcycle at legal speeds isn't as exhausting as say, riding a bicycle. Come to
think of it, this could be why your average biker doesn't look like Lance Armstrong. Sure, there are other reasons, but
we digress.

Riding may not be as physically demanding as an active sport but between being in the sun for the duration of the
ride, sweating under protective gear and the wind whipping past, a rider can get dehydrated before they know it.
This can cause fatigue, headaches and the general lack of focus, none of which are good for riding a motorcycle.
What's worse than the bikers who don't realize they're losing liquids are the ones that avoid drinking too much as not
to interrupt the ride with bathroom stops.

Firstly, the liquids replacing those lost by the body are quickly absorbed. Depending on what's being drunk, being
correctly hydrated shouldn't mean more pee breaks. Secondly, breaks are good, helping you refocus as well chat with
the rest of your group.

Riding into exhaustion
Getting a motorcycle is an exciting time, usually with months of anticipation leading up to a sleepless night before

you pick it up the next day. It's understandable that the new rider wants to squeeze in as many miles in a day as is
humanly possible. Unfortunately though this enthusiasm will lead to both physical as well as mental fatigue, opening
up the rider to mistakes which could be deadly.

This optimistic approach to how far can be ridden in a day can leave a new biker miles from home, feeling tired and
not only a little nervous, but also dreading the ride back. You can still enjoy your new toy and ride in moderation. Be
conservative with the miles being ridden and instead spend extra time washing down the bike when you home. This
will give you the opportunity to get to know your bike better and certainly more intimately.

Misjudging corners
This is probably the number one reason for a majority of early riding accidents. This category would include riding

wide, going into the curve too quickly or at too high of a gear. Out of all the motorcycle fatality statistics, single vehicle
accidents are growing the quickest. For those that can't quite understand 'stat-speak‘, single vehicle terminology infers
there were no other vehicles involved, meaning the rider drove off the road or hit an immobile object. This is caused
by not only a lack of riding experience, but also the following common mistake.

Not taking a motorcycle safety course
Whether from youthful ignorance or older over confidence, too many riders are taking to the road without

professional instructions. Clutch and Chrome has observed the fiscal irony that would-be bikers will spend a small
fortune on a motorcycle, accessories and fashionable apparel but feel a couple of hundred dollars and two days for a
recognized safety course is simply too much.

Getting beyond a fragile ego and misplaced confidence from experience gained on quieter roads, smaller engines
and sharper reaction times, a recognized motorcycle safety course should be an absolute given.

Even bikers who consider themselves seasoned riders will acknowledge they either learned something new or
polished some rusty skills. With prices ranging from free to a few hundred dollars it’s an inexpensive way to gain life-
saving tips. The price is further lessened when potential insurance savings are realized.

Finding new things to do on a motorcycle
Frustrated boredom can quickly replace overwhelming enthusiasm after riding the same routes, stopping at familiar

bars and hearing the same old biker stories. Every new rider has faced the seemingly endless world without limits
closing in on them. Soon other real-life issues or maybe newer interests take over leaving the motorcycle unused and
feeling abandoned.

Riding can be a demanding mistress and although she gives much, will expect some effort in return. Only bikers
who look for excuses to ride, places to go and far-fetched reasons to jump in the saddle can keep the passion.
Although they may feel as though they've just arrived on the scene, new riders have already come so far it would be a
shame to lose what they've gained from simple boredom.

So there you have it, ten most common mistakes made by the newest members of our always growing riding family.
Will a new rider make all the mistakes? Absolutely not. Some riders will burn up the roads without any self-made
mishaps.

Even if you're not a new rider yourself, reading and making a mental note of the information in this article can help
if you ever have the chance to ride with one and can help them avoid any of these simple mistakes.



Here are some helpful hints, tips and suggestions from our friends at Motohio European Motorbikes in
Columbus, Ohio. Check out their website for more helpful information: http://motohio.com/

These tips are intended to maybe save you a little time, money and frustration on your Motorcycle Adventures.

Riding a Motorcycle in the Rain? You’ll live, seriously!

There are many motorcyclists who only consider themselves "fair weather riders." Loosely translated,
that means they're riding only when it's sunny and warm enough that jackets and other protective gear are
cumbersome options. It also means avoiding weather that isn't ideal. If you live in Canada being a "fair
weather rider" can take away nearly half of our already too-short riding season thanks to the constant
fluctuation of temperatures, movement of clouds and precipitation in this part of the world. A bad forecast
for later in a day can alter a route or cancel a trip with friends. With some practice and preparation this can
be changed.

Preparing to ride in the rain is vital. The ability to ride well through a downpour is another skill a rider
can add to his/her toolbox of motorcycling. Not only will you become more confident on your bike, you'll
develop a deeper understanding of your two-wheeled machine.

Here are a few tips to help you out:

1. Gear: Take advantage of the many innovative accessories and gear that allow you to ride in every
condition and, in turn, lengthen your riding season. Rain suits, gloves, boots, etc. are available for every
need and for every style of riding. Do a little research online or go to your local motorcycle store to see what
the powersports industry has to offer.

2. Time: If it's the first time it's rained in your area in more than a few weeks, give the road an hour or so to
wash away all the oil and other road grime that's built up during the dry time.

3. Increase your following and stopping distances. Visibility (of you) and visibility (your view of the road)
are reduced in the rain. Flash the brake light several times before stopping. Look around and at your
mirrors for other cars and objects in your path.

4. Eliminate sudden movements. Take more time to think about where you want the bike to go.
Deliberately make line changes visible and obvious to other motorists. Gradually roll that throttle and shift
cleanly. Press both front and rear brakes smoothly and gradually until you come to that stop.

5. Take it easy on the turns. This isn't the time to slam into a corner or practice maximum entry speed. Your
tires have good grip on the road. When you get more comfortable with your bike in wet conditions, try
increasing your lean as you take turns.

6. Always have a way out. Drivers act differently during a rainstorm so be prepared for anything. I usually
try to position myself to have at least one (or if I can help it, two) ways to leave my lane in case of a sudden
stop, a flying object, or debris on the road. In some cases that may be an adjacent lane, a freeway shoulder,
or (in an extreme case) splitting between traffic.

7. Watch out for painted lines and tar snakes. Those things are slippery when wet, so it's a great idea to
avoid putting your foot down on top of one when you come to a stop. When rolling over them, use caution
as well.

8. The only way to improve on rain riding is to actually go out and ride in the rain. Travel on familiar roads.
Ride to and from work. Take the highway. Practice makes perfect! With time, rain riding is just another
moist day on the bike.


